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SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL
LEADERS THROUGH THE
CORONAVIRUS CRISIS

Virtual coaching support through challenging times
Never has leading schools been more challenging. As teachers scramble to offer online learning to
their students, principals and school leaders face demands on all sides – supporting teachers,
students and parents through a time of great uncertainty, leading a dispersed staff team, keeping
morale up and people connected…

As a not-for-profit practice, we are dedicated to supporting schools. BTS Spark has been
developing education leaders through virtual coaching for over a decade. Our team of 250+
professional coaches are experienced in providing personal coaching support via phone or zoom.
We are now offering a range of one-to-one and group coaching programs to support principals,
school leaders and teachers to do their best work in the most trying of circumstances.
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Coaching only takes an hour out of a day and can provide a much-needed opportunity to pause,
reframe and refresh. Sessions can be scheduled flexibly at times to suit you. You can reach your
coach via zoom or phone.
We have supported over 10,000 school leaders already… and 99.6% say they have changed their
leadership as a result. We’d love to support you and your team.
You can enrol either individuals or groups at any time, and access support within a matter of days.
Or you can contact us at spark.australia@bts.com or phone 0429 122 898 to discuss your needs.
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Leading in Uncertainty
COURSE OVERVIEW
Coronavirus has set everyone’s worlds into a
spin. So, how can school leaders respond
best?
This program has been specially designed to
help you navigate the many challenges you
are facing, step into uncertainty, make
speedy decisions and offer the best possible
leadership to your school community at its
time of need.

KEY FEATURES
• Learn how to stay calm and effective in

the face of multiple demands

• Get clear on what’s in your zone of

control

• Build a vision for your changed

circumstances that can provide your team
with direction and purpose

• Hone your skills at building connection

and empathy with others

CONTENT COVERED INCLUDES:
• VUCA leadership in a Volatile, Uncertain,

Complex and Ambiguous world

WHO IS THIS FOR?
Principals, APs, heads of department, directors

• Managing your state

ONE-TO-ONE COACHING OPTION

• Creating a sense of purposeful direction

5*1 hr sessions of virtual 1:1 coaching

• Making people feel seen and heard

AU$1,595 per person inc online learning
GROUP COACHING OPTION
3*2 hours of zoom group coaching
AU$2,850 per group of 4-6 participants
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Leading Remotely
COURSE OVERVIEW

KEY FEATURES

This program is designed to support principals
and department chairs with the challenge of
engaging and leading their teams successfully
at a distance.

• Building your vision for making remote
working a positive experience

Drawing on research and good practice from
sectors where remote leadership and
dispersed teams are common, it will enable
you to understand what makes leaders
effective in this context, how you can
continue to support your staff. and give you
the confidence and strategies to lead at your
best.

CONTENT COVERED INCLUDES:
• Myths and truths about working remotely

• Your vision for working remotely
• Maintaining your resourcefulness
• Creating connection remotely
• Communicating with impact
• Building alignment across your dispersed
team

• Feeling more confident and comfortable
leading remotely
• Knowing how to ensure others stay present
and feel engaged remotely
• Knowing how to get your message across
remotely

WHO IS THIS FOR?
Principals, APs, heads of department
ONE-TO-ONE COACHING OPTION
5*1 hr sessions of virtual 1:1 coaching
AU$1,595 per person inc online learning
GROUP COACHING OPTION
4*2 hours of zoom group coaching
AU$3,670 per group of 4-6 participants
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Supporting Others
COURSE OVERVIEW

KEY FEATURES

This program introduces leaders to core
coaching skills and approaches that will help
them to boost the confidence and capability
of their team members. It places an emphasis
on developing the listening and questioning
skills to support colleagues through both
emotional and practical challenges.

• Unlock the potential in team members,
helping them get more competent and
confident

CONTENT COVERED INCLUDES:
• Coaching styles self-assessment
• Structuring a coaching relationship
• The Four Faces of Coaching

• Tap into your natural coaching style to hold
great coaching conversations
• Understand how to listen so that others
feels truly heard and understood
• Learn the art of coaching by experiencing a
professional coach in action

WHO IS THIS FOR?

• Building your confidence and
resourcefulness as a coach

Principals, APs, heads of department

• Committed listening and powerful
questions

5*1 hr sessions of virtual 1:1 coaching

• Responding to emotional flooding

ONE-TO-ONE COACHING OPTION
AU$1,595 per person inc online learning
GROUP COACHING OPTION
4*2 hours of zoom group coaching
AU$3,670 per group of 4-6 participants
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Resilience Booster
COURSE OVERVIEW

Key Features:

In this program we focus on extending your
capacity to be at your most effective as a
leader, and to keep going in the face of
persistent disruption and hardship.

• Become clear on how you restore and
connect to your best

A time of crisis is often a moment where a
leader can lose perspective on themselves
and their priorities. This 1:1 coaching
experience is designed to help leaders to
pause and look at how you are managing,
what you can do differently to be more
effective, and reduce your own stress and
pressure.

• Understand what drives your stress and
begin to pivot
• Develop a better sense of perspective and
balance
• Get clear on what is important to you and
how to use this to bring greater energy
into your day-to-day

CONTENT COVERED INCLUDES:
• Exploring stressful narratives
• Connecting with your best self

WHO IS THIS FOR?
Anyone needing to boost their resilience

• Ways to de-stress and maximize energy

COURSE FORMAT

• Resilience mindsets

3*1 hr sessions of virtual 1:1 coaching

• How to gain perspective on what matters

AU$995 per person inc online learning
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Thriving for Tomorrow
COURSE OVERVIEW

KEY FEATURES:

This coaching program is designed for those
who have just been through a stressful
leadership experience, such as managing the
coronavirus crisis. It aims to help you reflect
on what you have been through, optimize
your learnings, and provide support to renew
and thrive.

• Understand how to bounce back from a
challenging or difficult period

CONTENT COVERED INCLUDES:

• Let go of any negative feelings and
maximize the learning from what you have
been through
• Learn how to better manage your energy
• Integrate the learning and find a new
sense of purpose and direction

• Shifting the stress
• Rediscovering my purpose and what
matters most
• Recognizing and learning from the
experience
• Letting go of unfinished business
• Energy management

WHO IS THIS FOR?
Principals, school leaders and directors
COURSE FORMAT
5*1 hr sessions of virtual 1:1 coaching
AU$1,595 per person inc online learning

• Building new ways of working
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Team Connect PD
COURSE OVERVIEW

KEY FEATURES:

Team Connect PD enables your school
leadership team or your department chairs to
meet via zoom every 1-2 weeks for an
interactive PD session with a professional
coach – offering an opportunity to both
upskill your team and keep them connected.

• Collaborative learning to share challenges
and experiences and deepen relationships
in your team

MODULES AVAILABLE:

• Practical strategies to tackle some of the
most common leadership issues

• Let your team choose their modules
• Each module involves 2*90 mins group
coaching sessions

Personal resilience
Leading in uncertainty
Coaching others
Giving and receiving feedback
Influencing others

WHO IS THIS FOR?

School leadership teams or
heads of department
COURSE FORMAT

Flexing your approach

Group coaching via zoom for a group of 4-6
participants

Mastering the difficult message

AU$2,850 per group for 4*90 mins sessions

Values-based leadership

AU$3,995 per group for 6*90 mins sessions

Action orientation
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Access to coaching support for your staff
COURSE OVERVIEW

KEY FEATURES

These are anxious times and all staff are
facing challenges adapting to their new
circumstances. They may find homeworking
frustrating, be worried about family members
or feel isolated.

All staff will be given free log-in access to our
coaching platform in order to book in
coaching directly.

Our coaches are available for all members of
your school staff. They can offer an expert
listening ear, reassurance through troubled
times and strategies for building personal
resilience and coping with change.*

Sometimes staff feel more able to offload to
someone outside the school community in a
confidential setting, whereas they won’t lean
on colleagues who are stressed themselves.
Schools can provide access to coaching
support for all their staff by creating a pool of
coaching hours – say, 20 hours of coaching
to be shared by 20 teachers and staff. Some
will need more hours and others won’t call on
coaching support.

Your school has 12 months to use up your
coaching hours – so there is plenty of
opportunity to redirect the coaching to
provide personal leadership development
following the coronavirus crisis.
We monitor usage of your coaching pool
hours, can restrict individuals’ entitlements to
a maximum you set, and can report on
engagement.
WHO IS THIS FOR?
All school staff
COURSE FORMAT
20 coaching hours’ pool AU$6,900

50 coaching hours’ pool AU$16,500
100 coaching hours’ pool AU$29,900

*Note that this is coaching, not a counselling service.
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Our online coaching platform makes virtual coaching easy
It’s so simple.
You go online and book your
coaching session. We recommend
sessions every 2-3 weeks.

All pre-session materials are
available online.
You can get matched with a coach
and started within days.
For more information, please
watch this short introduction
video.
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We look forward to supporting your school
For further information and advice…
email spark.australia@bts.com
phone 0429 122 898
For enrolments, go to www.bts.com/en-au/spark/contact-us
www.bts.com/spark
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Further information about BTS Spark
We offer a spark to unlock people’s natural potential.
We believe people should access professional learning when and where they need
it – so we offer 1:1 coaching, group coaching, webinars & online learning.
Our programs help administrators and teachers to develop their personal leadership –
drawing on our curriculum of 34 mindset shifts.
We are a non-profit making practice reaching thousands of school leaders and
teachers worldwide each year.
We have 28 leadership coaches across Australia and work in every state and territory.
Our parent company BTS won 25 global learning awards last year and has worked
with most of the Fortune 100 companies.
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www.bts.com/spark/covid-support
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